Introduction
It is well known that scale-space smoothing leads to shape distortions. For example, features like local extrema, edges, and blobs can be expected to drift when the underlying grey-level image is subject to blurring.
Aspects of this phenomenon have been studied by other authors from different viewpoints. Canny [1] discussed the general trade-off problem between detection and localization occuring in edge detection. Bergholm [2] estimated the drift velocity of edges for a set of plausible configurations with the aim of estimating a step size for scale changes in the edge-focusing algorithm. Berzins [3] analyzed the localization error for zero crossings of the Laplacian of the Gaussian.
Other kinds of phenomena affecting the topology may also occur. Blobs can disappear, merge, and split, as developed by Koenderink and van Doorn [4] . Similar transitions apply to edges, zero crossings of the Laplacian, corners, etc.
Such events are usually called bifurcations.
In this work we will perform a study of critical points, that is, local extrema and saddle points, and investigate in detail what happens to those features when the underlying image undergoes scale-space smoothing. We will essentially
• develop how these feature points can be expected to behave generically when the scale parameter in scale-space changes • derive an expression for their drift velocity • classify their behaviour at bifurcation situations into a discrete set of generic situations.
The results we will arrive at are not based on any specific models for the intensity variations in the image but are generally valid under rather weak a priori assumptions. Although the results will be expressed in a general form, the primary intention in the study is to provide a further theoretical basis for the scale-space primal sketch concept developed by Lindeberg [5] - [8] . In this context the results to be presented will find their main application in
• the formal construction and definition of the primitives (scale-space blobs) in the scalespace primal sketch. The scale-space blobs are defined as families of grey-level blobs, which in turn are directly determined by pairs of critical points. This treatment allows for precise mathematical definitions of those concepts.
• the formulation of a theoretical basis for the linking algorithm necessary for computing the representation.
In other words, we will try to explain what happens when scale changes in scale-space, especially with application to the scale-space primal sketch. Therefore, special attention will be given to the primitive objects of that representation, denoted grey-level blobs and scale-space blobs.
Before starting it should be pointed out that some of the results to be presented are (at least partly) known or have been touched upon before; see, for example, Koenderink and van Doorn [4] , [9] , Koenderink [10] , and Clark [11] . Bifurcations in scale-space have also been studied by Johansen et al. [12] , who have shown that a band-limited one-dimensional signal up to a multiplicative constant is determined by its "top points," that is, the points in scale-space where bifurcations take place.
The purpose of this treatment is to develop systematically and comprehensively what can be said about the behaviour in scale-space of critical points by using elementary mathematical techniques and to convey an intuitive feeling for the qualitative behaviour in the different generic cases. Detailed calculations will also be given showing the behaviour of blobs in a set of "characteristic examples."
The scale-space concept we will deal with is the traditional diffusion-based scale-space for continuous signals developed by Witkin [13] , Koenderink and van Doorn [4] , [9] , and Babaud et al. [14] , which is given by the solution to the diffusion equation in one and two dimensions, respectively:
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with initial condition L(.;0) = f(.), where f indicates the original signal. The presentation is organized as follows: In section 2 we start by analysing the evolution properties of nondegenerate critical points as scale changes. This results in drift velocity estimates useful for both extremum points and straight edges, as well as precise definitions of the notions of extremum paths, saddle paths, and scale-space blobs. Then, section 3 gives a classification of the generic behaviour around degenerate critical points, which also leads to a classification of which Nob events are possible in scale-space. Further illustrations of these results are given in sections 4 and 5, where detailed calculations are carried out for a set of characteristic examples. Finally, section 6 gives a brief summary of the main results.
Trajectories of Critical Points in Scale-Space
In many situations it is of interest to estimate the drift velocity of critical points when the scale parameter varies. Such information is useful, for instance, when estimating the localization error of feature points due to blurring, when tracking local extrema or related entities between scales as was done, for instance, by Lifshitz and Pizer [15] , or in the scale-space primal sketch. In nondegenerate situations, that is, when the second differential is a nondegenerate quadratic form, we can base such an analysis on the implicit function theorem. 
is nonsingular. Otherwise it is called degenerate. 
LEMMA 1 [Behaviour of critical points in continuous scale-space (2D)]. Let L: R 2 x R+ --* R be the scale-space representation of a two-dimensional continuous signal given by the diffusion equation (2). Assume that at some scale level to > 0 the point (xo, yo) is a nondegenerate critical point for the mapping (x, y) ~ L(x, y; to). Then there exist an open set S(~o,vo.,to) C R 2 x R+ and an open interval Ito c R+ with (xo,
yo
• r(tl) is for every tl CIto a nondegenerate critical point for the mapping (x, y) ~ L(x, y; tl) • the derivative of r with respect to t in the point (xo, yo) is given by
~--~ (to) = -1(7-/L)(12 ,vo)(V2(VL))(~o,vo) (5)
Proof. The result follows easily by applying the implicit function theorem to the gradient function and using the fact that L satisfies the diffusion equation (see [5] for the details). Observe that the existence of derivatives does not lead to any problems, since for t > 0 a solution to the diffusion equation is infinitely continuously differentiable (provided that f is sufficiently regular, e.g., f E Lp for some p).
A corresponding result does, of course, also hold in one dimension. For the sake of clarity we state the necessary definitions and the result. The proof is obvious from the two-dimensional case.
DEFINITION 2 [Critical point (1D)].
A point x0 is a critical point of a mappin~ f: R ~ R if the first derivative in this point ~(x0) is zero. The critical point is said to be nondegenerate if the second derivative in this point d-~(x-a is dx2 k u) nonzero; otherwise it is degenerate. 
LEMMA 2 [Behavior of critical points in continuous scale-space (1D)]. Let L: R x R+ --* R be the scale-space representation of a one-dimensional continuous signal given by the diffusion equation (1). Assume that at some scale level to > 0 the point xo is a nondegenerate critical point for the mapping x H L(x; to). Then there exist an open set S(xo;to ) C RxR+ and an open interval Ito c R+ with (xo; to) c S(xo;to) and to E Ito
CO3 L ~-~ (to) - 1 ~(xo, to) to)(6)
Interpretation: Drift Velocity Estimates
These lemmas express how critical points in general can be expected to behave in scale-space. As indicated above, one of the most immediate interpretations is that they give straightforward estimates of the drift velocity of critical points in under scale-space smoothing. 
Proof. The result follows directly from Lemma 1 above. In the last line we have used the well-known inversion formula for 2 x 2 matrices :]
for writing down an explicit expression for the drift velocity in terms of spatial derivatives of the smoothed grey-level data.
Note that the drift velocity actually can become infinite when the Hessian becomes singular. At such points bifurcations can occur, as will be developed in sections 3-5. 
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This estimate can easily be extended to comprise edges as well. For simplicity, assume that the edge under study is sufficiently long and sufficiently close to a straight line that a onedimensional analysis is a valid approximation. Further, without loss of generality, assume that the coordinate system is oriented such that the edge is perpendicular to the x-axis. Then, we can use, for instance, nonmaximum suppression to define the location of the edge as those points where the first derivative along the gradient direction (here the x-direction) has a local maximum. In other words, the edge is defined by those points where the second derivative along the gradient direction is zero. Now, since under these conditions critical points are given by zeros in the first derivative and edge points by zeros in the second derivative, we can apply 
~txo, Yo; to)"
A similar idea, although with just an approximate derivation, has been expressed by Zhuang and Huang [16] .
This analysis is also applicable to edges given by zero crossings, provided that the second derivative along the edge direction (here the ydirection) is sufficiently small to be neglected. Trivially, an identical result holds for the edges of one-dimensional signals. Note also that we have not made any specific assumptions about the shape of the intensity profile perpendicular to the edge. Hence, the result is valid for any configuration that can be described by a one-dimensional analysis.
COROLLARY 7 (Unbounded drift velocity of straight edges). The drift velocity of edges may tend to infinity when two adjacent parallel edges are just about to merge into one.
This result can, for instance, be used for explaining a recent observation by Zhang and Bergholm [17] , who noted that a configuration consisting of two adjacent edges, a so-called "staircase edge" (see figure 1) , can lead to a rapid edge drift when the scale changes, which in turn violates the assumptions behind the step size estimate used in the edge-focusing algorithm [2] . In this situation, near the bifurcation moment, the third derivative is in fact very close to zero.
Finally, regarding the drift velocity estimates for local extrema and edges, let us point out that although the drift velocity momentarily may tend to infinity, the total drift (integrated over a scale interval of finite length) will always be finite. The results mean that it is not possible to derive any uniform upper bound for the drift velocity of these features. Given any scale interval of length At and any distance Ax it is always possible to find a signal such that the total drift of a feature during the time At exceeds Ax. This property emphasizes the need for algorithms based on adaptive sampling along the scale direction.
Interpretation: Extremum Paths
Another consequence of Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 is that a nondegenerate critical point existing at a certain level of scale can in general be traced to a similar critical point at both a slightly coarser and a slightly finer scale. By continuation, such local paths obtained from the implicit function theorem can be extended to curves as long as the Hessian remains nonzero. Hence, we get trajectories of critical points that in general will be regular curves, delimited from above and below by some scale values, t,~i, and t,~ax, at which the Hessian is zero and the critical point is hence degenerate. One easily shows that the type of critical point will not change along such a path (see below Proof. The existence of trajectories of critical points is evident from Lemma 1 and the previous discussion about continuation. What remains to verify is that the nature of the critical point does not change under scale-space smoothing. It is obvious that a local maximum (minimum) cannot be transformed into a saddle point or vice versa because if the Hessian would change sign then it would first become zero, since it is a continuous function of the scale parameter. However, by definition, the trajectory would be cut off by a degenerate critical point into two separate segments.
Moreover, a maximum point cannot be transformed into a minimum point or opposite, since then (at least) the partial derivative 02L/Ox 2 would need to change sign. However, such a sign change implies that this derivative would first become zero (because of continuity), which in turn means that the quadratic form would become indefinite, i.e., the point would get transformed into a saddle point. Above, we have shown that such a transition has to go through a degenerate critical point, which means that the trajectory would be cut off into at least two parts.
The one-dimensional situation is similiar, although simpler, since there are no stable saddle points in this case. (a) A "staircase edge" can lead to a rapid edge drift. This behavior can be explained by noting that (b) after a sufficient amount of blurring the configuration will tend to "diffuse step edge" and by studying the derivatives of (c) the original signal and (d) the signal after strong smoothing. (e) By considering the paths the zero crossings of the Laplacian will describe as scale changes, it is easy to realize that when the edge points tend to each other the drift velocity will tend to infinity. See also sections 3-5 for a more detailed description of the behavior at bifurcation situations, in particular section 5. 
Formal Definition of Scale-Space Blob
The treatment of extremum paths above allows for a more formal definition of scale-space blobs -the basic primitives in the scale-space primal sketch. In our previous work [5] - [7] grey-level blobs were defined as local extrema with extent and scale-space blobs, in turn, as families of those. More precisely, a grey-level blob of a two-dimensional signal was given by a pair consisting of a local extremum and a saddle point and in one dimension by a maximum and minimum point, implying a one-to-one correspondence between local extrema and grey-level blobs. The previous definition of scale-space blob was, however, intuitive: "similiar blobs at adjacent levels of scale are linked into scalespace blobs." The linking process proceeded until no such linking could be performed, i.e., until a bifurcation was encountered. The idea behind this construction was to identify and group similar features at different scales into higher-order and unified objects.
The notion of extremum paths makes it possible to express this linking criterion in a more formal way. Due to the implicit function theorem a grey-level Nob existing at a certain level of scale can, in general, be linked to a similar grey-level blob at a slightly finer and a slightly coarser scale. Consider the two-dimensional case and study a nondegenerate local extremum point at some level of scale. Then, by Proposition 8 there exists a unique trajectory of local extrema associated with this point such that all points along this path are local extrema of the same kind, and this path is delimited by two scales, t~g,~ and t .... At all interior scales of this interval the associated extremum points will be nondegenerate, while at the end points they will, by definition, be degenerate. The scalespace Nob associated with the local extremum point we originally started with will be defined as a subset of the union of all grey-level blobs corresponding to the local extrema along the extremum path through the original extremum point. To be more precise we first define a natural concept:
Let E be an extremum point and S a saddle point, together defining the extent of a greylevel blob. Then S is said to be the delimiting saddle point of E, denoted Sdelimit(E).
The delimiting saddle points associated with the extremum points of an extremum path need, of course, not all be on the same saddle path; they may jump between different saddle paths. Generically this occurs at a discrete set of scales at which the extremum point and the (two) involved saddle points are nondegenerate.
If the delimiting saddle point (or the extremum point) is involved in a bifurcation, then we say that a blob event has occurred for the scale-space Nob associated with (the segment of) the extremum path. It is therefore natural to proceed with the linking as long as the extremum points and their delimiting saddle points are nondegenerate critical points and to stop it when either of the critical points degenerates. Hence, a scale-space blob will be given as the union of the grey-level blobs along a subset t , 
where the symbol Gblob(r(t)) denotes the greylevel blob associated with the extremum point r(t).
It is natural to define the support region of the scale-space Nob as Ssupport(r) = closure({(x, y; t) E R e x R+ :
One easily verifies that this construction implies that
(x,y, z;t) E &Zob(r) for some z}. (13) In most figures presented in earlier papers it is this projection of the four-dimensional scalespace blob that has been illustrated. (15) where %y: R ~ R is a transformation function mapping the ordinary scale parameter into a transformed scale parameter called effective scale [31] and Vtrans:R X R+ ---+ R is a corresponding transformation function normalizing the grey-level blob volumes into a more uniform behaviour over scale (see [5] for details).
For one-dimensional signals the treatment is similar, and a scale-space blob associated with a segment of an extremum path is defined as follows. We express the definition for bright blobs only. The case with dark blobs is similar.
DEFINITION 5
[Delimiting minimum point (bright blobs (1D)]. Let M + be a maximum point and M-a minimum point together defining the extent of a bright grey-level blob. Then M-is said to be the delimiting minimum point of M +, denoted M~u~it(M+). 
where the symbol Gbzob(r(t)) denotes the greylevel blob associated with the extremum point It should be obvious how the related entities support region and scale-space blob volume, can be defined in an analogous manner.
Behaviour Near Singularities: Classification
The results so far describe the evolution properties in scale-space of nondegenerate critical points. When we want to investigate the behaviour of degenerate critical points, the approach with the implicit function theorem is no longer applicable, since at those points the Hessian matrix is singular. One can show that the critical points of a solution to the diffusion equation will, in general, be nondegenerate and that, generically, critical points will be degenerate at isolated points only.
Useful methods for analysing the behaviour around these points, where bifurcations can occur, can be obtained from a branch of mathematics known as singularity or catastrophe theory.
In this treatment we will make use of some existing results from this field to express what kind of behaviour can be expected at the singularities in the scale-space representation of a one-dimensional or two-dimensional signal. We will not make any attempt to summarize the full theory behind the important theorems, but instead we will just briefly review some of the definitions and results of greatest relevance to this application. We refer the reader to Poston and Stewart [18] , Gibson [19] , and Bruce and Giblin [20] for an application-oriented introduction and to Arnold et al. [21] - [23] , Golubitsky and Schaeffer [24] , and Lu [25] for a more rigorous treatment of the subject.
Background
The main purpose of the analysis in singular-ity or catastrophe theory is to deal with the qualitative behaviour of functions in the neighbourhoods of points where singularities occur. An important concept in this context is the notion of equivalence. Two functions and/or two families of functions are said to be equivalent if they show the same kind of qualitative behaviour. More precisely, the notion of equivalence means that functions (or families of functions) are similar up to a diffeomorphic change of variables: 
for all (x; s) ~ R ~ x R ~ in that neighbourhood.
In other words, two r-parameter families of functions are treated as equivalent if there exists a set of diffeomorphisms such that one of the families can be smoothly transformed into the other one. This notion of equivalence implies that the singularity sets of the families, which are the sets of points where the first differential with respect to the state variable x E R ~ is zero,
will also be equivalent sets up to a diffeomorphic change of variables. In this sense, the concept of equivalence can be seen as capturing the property of qualitative similarity. The equivalence concept is closely linked to the concept of structural stability. Intuitively, a function or a family of functions is structurally stable if a sufficiently small perturbation does change the qualitative behaviour of the function or the family. This property is more formally expressed in terms of transversality:
Transverse intersection. Let X and Y be affine subspaces of R n of dimensions s and t, respectively. They are said to meet transversely if either
• their intersection X n Y is empty, or • s+t_>nanddim(XAY)=s+t-n Two submanifolds of R ~ meet transversely at a given point provided either they do not meet or their tangent affine hyperplanes meet transversely.
One of the fundamental results in singularity theory is that the typical qualitative behaviour of families given by a small number of parameters can be expressed completely by the qualitative behaviour of a finite set of families. A famous theorem by Thom classifies the generic behaviour of families of functions with the number of parameters r _< 4 into seven elementary catastrophes. We cite a summarizing result as expressed by Poston and Stewart [18] :
Thom's classification theorem: Typically an rparameter family R '~ × R r --* R of smooth functions R ~ × R ~ --, t?, for any n and r <_ 4, is structurally stable and is in every point (locally) equivalent to one of the following forms:
• noncritical: x 1 • nondegenerate critical, or Morse: . (22) --
which must be added on to the previously mentioned expressions to match up the dimensions. This is strongly analogous to the Morse splitting lemma, which states that a singularity at a degenerate critical point can be separated into two components: 
If the Hessian matrix is nondegenerate, i.e., has corank zero, this result reduces to the Morse lemma for families, containing the ordinary Morse lemma as a special case:
Morse lemma for families. Let L : R ~ x R" --+ R be smooth and assume that the Hessian matrix 
If the number of parameters in the family is increased to five, then a few more catastrophes, not mentioned in Thom's original treatment, will also be possible (see Poston and Stewart [18] ). Material on the classification of singularities of higher order can be found in, for instance, Arnold et al. [21] [22] [23] .
Application to Scale-Space Representation: One-Parameter Families
Treating the scale-space embedding of a twodimensional signal, we can restrict the treatment to one-parameter families. Then the only possible catastrophe will be the one of fold type. To summarize,
Thom's classification theorem applied to oneparameter families. Typically a one-parameter family R ~ x R --+ R of smooth functions R '~ -~ R, for any n, is structurally stable and is in every point (locally) equivalent to one of the following forms:
• noncritical: xl • nondegenerate critical or Morse:
• degenerate critical-fold catastrophe (A2):
The A2 type of singularity in the fold singularity means that the first and second derivatives in one direction are zero while the third derivative in that direction is nonzero. At the singularity point the function is (in the twodimensional case) locally equivalent to the function x3+ y2, and from the concept of equivalence between families of functions it follows that any transversal unfolding through a singularity of this type will be equivalent to the family GI(X , y; u) = x 3 "t-ux- 4-y2 , where x and y should be interpreted as state variables and u serves as the parameter.
Therefore, if one is interested in the behaviour of the critical points of a signal during the evo-lution of the diffusion equation, it should in principle be sufficient to study this situation. For two-dimensional signals the singularity set is given by the solutions of OG1 Ox (x,y;u) = 3x 2+u=O,
OGa Oy (x,y;u) = +2y=O,
and the bifurcation set by the solution of
We easily observe that the singularity set is given by (Xl(u),yl(~)) = (--~,0) and (x2(u),yz(u)) = (+ -X/Z-~,O), (u <_ 0), and that the bifurcation is an isolated point (z, y; u) = (0, 0; 0). From the sign of the Hessian l(7-lGi)l(x,y;u) = +12x it follows that (xl(u),yl(u)) are saddle/maximum points and (x2(u), y2(u)) are minimum/saddle points for every u < 0. At u = 0 the points merge and then disappear (see figure 2) .
By similar arguments, the scale-space representation of a one-dimensional signal will at a bifurcation point be locally equivalent to the unfolding Gl(x;u) = x 3 + ux. The same type of calculations as above show that in this case the fold catastrophe instead describes the merging of a maximum point and a minimum point with increasing u (see figure 2) Observe in this context that in the scale-space representation of a one-dimensional signal the number of local extrema cannot increase when the scale parameter increases. This means that creations of pairs of local maxima and minima with increasing scale are impossible if the special structure of the diffusion equation is taken into account. However, as will be demonstrated below, creations of saddle-extremum pairs with increasing scale are possible in the scale-space representation of a two-dimensional signal.
Interpretations
By comparisons with earlier theoretical and experimental results we know that these corollaries describe the qualitative behaviour of critical points in scale-space. However, when we atttempt to give a more detailed interpretation of those results, there is one apparent complication. From the equivalence concepts we know that there exist diffeomorphisms such that the singularity set of a solution to the onedimensional diffusion equation around a bifurcation point (x0; to) in scale-space can be transformed into the singularity set of G1 around (0; 0). However, there is obviously some directional information lost in the equivalence concept: In which direction should we interpret the u parameter? If we treat u and t as increasing simultaneously, then the situation describes a local minimum and a local maximum merging with increasing t. On the other hand, if u runs in a direction opposite to t, then the interpretation would be that a pair with a local maximum and a local minimum would be created when t increases. However, as indicated above, we know from the scale-space theory for continuous signals that the latter phenomenon is impossible, since the number of local extrema in a solution to the one-dimensional diffusion equation cannot increase when the scale parameter increases.
The diffusion equation apparently introduces a directional preference to its solutions (due to the causality requirements), which makes such creations impossible. How should this information be incorporated into the analysis of the singularities in scale-space? One way of avoiding Fig. 2. (a) The generic behaviour at a singularity of a one-parameter family of two-dimensional functions is described by the unfolding G1 (x, y; u) = x 3 + ux 4-y2. The singularity set of this family, that is, the set of critical points to the mapping given by (x, y) ~ GI(X , y; u), describes an extremum point and a saddle point that merge along a parabola and then disappear. (b) For a one-parameter family of one-dimensional functions, the behaviour is instead given by Gl(x;u ) = x 3 + ux. The singularity set corresponds to a similar merge of a maximum point and a minimum point. (The notation S/M + means that the trajectory corresponds to either a saddle point or a maximum point, etc.) the previous blindness of the equivalence concept to the structural property of the diffusion equation is by requiring the previous polynomial unfoldings in Thorn's transversality lemma to satisfy the diffusion equation. Then we are assured that artifacts cannot be introduced. In the one-dimensional case this can be accomplished by interpreting the parameter u as a rescaled scale parameter, i.e., by replacing u by 3t. Then the unfolding of a one-dimensional signal would be ~ Gl(X;t) = x 3 -I-3xt, (32) which satisfies the one-dimensional diffusion equation. Obviously, with this interpretation, creations of pairs of local maxima with increasing t are no longer possible. Moreover, since the family is still on the generic form, it seems as if we could treat it as a general representative of the solutions to the diffusion equation, and the only possible bifurcation events would be pairs of local maxima and minima merging with increasing scale.
On the other hand, if similar heuristic arguments are applied to the two-dimensional case, the corresponding unfolding would instead be ~l(x, y; t) = z 3 + 3xt 4-(g2 + t).
We have added a t term to the previous expression for G1 in order to have ~1 satisfying the diffusion equation. Adding such a term does not affect the equivalence concept, since the t term can be treated as a constant with respect to the state variables (x, y) and, hence, can be included in the 7 term in the definition of equivalence of families of functions. However, there is more complexity in the twodimensional situation, since in this case pairs of extremum and saddle points actually can be created with increasing scale (see the example in figure 5 ). Obviously this kind of phenomenon is not captured by the unfolding in (33). Therefore, the directional constraint on the parameter u in terms of t implies that we can no longer treat the catastrophe of fold type as exhausting all possible types of behaviours at a singularity in a solution to the diffusion equation.
One way of addressing this problem could possibly be by trying to develop results similar to Thom's classification theorem, which instead of being expressed in terms of the ordinary standard basis of polynomials could be expressed in terms of polynomials satisfying the diffusion equation. A possible set of candidates for such a treatment in the two-dimensional case is listed in appendix A.1.
Another approach is to use the previous classifications in Corollary 10 and Corollary 11 to state which configurations are possible in general one-parameter families of functions. Then, after this classification has been performed, the special structure of the diffusion equation can be taken into account for judging which of the resulting possiblities apply to the scale-space representation when the directional constraint of the diffusion equation has been added. Such a treatment will be the subject of the next section.
Classification of Blob Events at Bifurcations in Scale-Space
A natural question that arises in connection with the scale-space primal sketch concerns which types of blob events are possible in bifurcation situations. Since scale-space blobs are defined in terms of paths of critical points, the behaviour of a scale-space blob at a singularity will be determined solely by the behaviour of those paths during a short scale interval around the bifurcation moment.
Compared to the previous treatment, where we were analysing the behaviour of critical points only, there is, however, an additional factor that must be taken into account when dealing with scale-space blobs, namely, the fact that saddle points, delimiting the extent of grey-level blobs involved a bifurcation, can be associated with other grey-level blobs as well. This leads to natural coupling between scale-space blobs sharing the same saddle path (of delimiting saddle points) in a neighbourhood of a bifurcation. We define DEFINITION 7 [Nonshared saddle path (2D)]. Given a saddle path involved in a structurally stable bifurcation of a two-dimensional signal, we say that the saddle path is nonshared before (after) the bifurcation if there exists some scale interval before (after) the bifurcation during which every saddle point of the saddle path is not contained in more than one grey-level blob. Otherwise, the saddle path is said to be shared.
More formally, a saddle path is called nonshared before (after) a bifurcation at tbif~ if there exists some e > 0 such that for all scales in the interval t E [tbif~c-e, tbif~c](t E [tblf~c,tblf~ + e]) the saddle point of the saddle path at that scale does not belong to more than one grey-level Nob (see figure 3) . Another way to express this property is that a shared saddle point is the delimiting saddle point of two (or more) grey-level blobs of the same polarity, while a nonshared saddle point is the delimiting ~o~ -shored sadd/e Fig. 3 . Illustration of the definition of grey-level blob for a two-dimensional signal. Every local extremum gives rise to a blob, and the extent of the blob is given by a saddle point. A saddle point is said to be shared if it is contained in more than one grey-level Nob, i.e., if it is a delimiting saddle point of two (or more) grey-level blobs of the same polarity.
saddle point of either one or no grey-level blob.
This definition implies that a nonshared saddle path participating in, say, an extremumsaddle pair disappearing with increasing scale describes an isolated blob that disappears. We call this event a blob annihilation. On the other hand, a shared saddle path involved in a similar event describes a blob disappearing under the influence of a neighbour blob, a blob merge. Similarly, a shared saddle point taking part in an extremum-saddle pair that is created with increasing scale describes a Nob split, while a nonshared saddle path participating in a similar event describes a Nob creation. Figure 4 illustrates these various possible events. From the classification of the canonical behaviour of the critical points of one-parameter families of functions in Corollary 10 we therefore have the following theorem. (Below, the term annihilation (creation) of an extremum-saddle pair will mean that a pair consisting of an extremum path and a saddle path disappears (appears) when the scale parameter increases.) Proof. From Corollary 10 we have that the typical behaviours at singularities are pairwise annihilations and creations of extremum-saddle pairs. Combined with the definition of shared saddle path, this means that the class of possible blob events is restricted to the given four types, provided that we deal with structurally stable bifurcations. What remains to verify is that all these four types can be instantiated and that they also are structurally stable. It is well known that Nob annihilations and blob merges can take place in scale-space; see section 4 for illustrative examples. The fact that splits can occur is known as well; see the example given by Lifshitz and Pizer [15] illustrated in figure 5(a) . The latter configuration can also be modified to describe a blob creation as well, if the higher of the two peaks is replaced by a double peak [see figure  5(b) ]. Then the extent of the two smaller blobs at the higher peak will be delimited by the greylevel in the valley between them, which means that when the narrow ridge has eroded and given rise to the creation of a saddle-extremum pair the saddle path in the created saddle-extremum pair will not be shared by any other Nob.
The assumption of structural stability is important in this context, since otherwise there is an infinite variety of possible events. For instance, three or more blobs could merge into one blob at the same moment. Such events will, however, be unstable, since a slight perturbation of the input signal would perturb such a simultaneous merge of three blobs into a sequence of two successive pairwise merges. Note in this context that for Morse functions (see Arnold [21] ), no pair of critical points will have the same values. In other words, for generic functions all critical points will be distinct. Although, by definition, the grey-level function will not be Morse at a bifurcation, we can, in general, assume this latter property to hold at bifurcations, which means that situations with three or more blobs simul- taneously merging into one can be expected not to occur.
Algorithmically, this means that an encountered actual situation with, say, three blobs at a fine scale, all seeming to belong to the same blob at a coarser scale, can in general be decomposed into transitions of the four primitive types. This principle forms the idea behind the automatic scale refinement algorithm described in [5] , [6] and [8] , which essentially refines the scale sampling until all relations between scalespace blobs in scale-space can be decomposed into events of the previously listed types.
The detailed behaviour at bifurcation situations will be analysed in section 5. The blob annihilation is treated in section 5.1, the blob merge in section 5.2, and the blob creation in section 5.3.
For one-dimensional signals the analogies of Definition 7 and Proposition 12 will be as follows: We express the formulations for bright blobs only. The case with dark blobs is similar. DEFINITION 8 [Non-shared extremum path (bright blobs in 1D)]. Consider the case with bright blobs in the scale-space representation of a one-dimensional signal. Given an extremum path of minimum points involved in a structurally stable bifurcation, we say that the extremum path is nonshared before (after) the bifurcation if there exists some scale interval before (after) the bifurcation during which every minimum point of the extremum path is contained only one bright grey-level Nob. Otherwise the saddle path is said to be shared. These bifurcations between scale-space blobs define the hierarchical relations across scales between scale-space blobs at different scales in the tree-like representation scale-space primal sketch. The generated data structure will, however, not consitute a strict tree because of the blob annihilations and the blob splits.
Behaviour Near Singularities: Example in One Dimension
In the previous section we classified the qualitative behaviour at bifurcation points. In this section we will illustrate the quantitative behaviour at singularities and give examples demonstrating how the blob descriptors vary with scale for a set of characteristic examples.
We will start by exploring the one-dimensional situation in more detail and show how with very simple techniques one can arrive at an expression similar to the generic representation of the fold unfolding (32) just by studying a third-order Taylor expansion of the scale-space embedding. Then we will investigate the consequences of some of the other unfoldings in Thom's classification theorem with application to grey-level blobs and scale-space blobs.
Since the main intention in this section is to mediate an intuitive feeling for what will happen at bifurcations in scale-space, we will in most cases, for the sake of clarity, display the full calculations and sometimes also redo calculations carried out in previous sections. The technical details can be skipped by the hasty reader without loss of continuity.
Third-Order Taylor Expansion of the ScaleSpace Embedding
Given a scale-space embedding L : R x R+ ~ R of a one-dimensional signal f : R --+ R, consider a third-order Taylor 
-~ ~ (~o; to). (35)
Requiring this function to satisfy the diffusion equation
Ot 20X 2 with initial condition L(x; to) = fro (x E Z), we obtain r(x; t) = ~ + ~(x -xo) + -y(x -~o) 2
+ ~(z -~o) 3 + 61(t -to)
+ 52(x-xo)(t-to), 
The critical points of the function u H ~(u; t) are given by -~u~(u; v) = fl + 27u + 3e(u 2 + v) = 0.
If e = 0 we get one single root z = -fl/(2,y), whose location is independent of t. Obviously, this case is not interesting, since it implies a totally stationary solution. Therefore, from now on we will only consider the solutions when e ~ 0. Then we get two trajectories of critical points i.e., the second derivative has different signs in 2 the two critical points (provided that e # 0). Thus, the bifurcation consists of one maximum point and one minimum point that meet and annihilate (see also figure 6 ). At the bifurcation oZ.L/OU 2 is, of course, zero. Note that, as expressed in Corollary 4, the drift velocity actually tends to infinity as the critical points approach the singularity. At v = 0 the drift velocity is 
t to))
where we have also inserted the actual expressions for 7 and e. To summarize, 
A coarse estimate of the scale-s.tep when linking grey-level blobs to scale-space blobs is given by (47) and (48).
So far we have not made any numerical experiments testing the feasibility of using this estimate as the basis for the step size selection in the actual Nob linking. Note, however, that despite the pessimistic upper bound on the drift velocity induced by Proposition 5, the local cxtremum will hardly escape far outside the support region of its associated grey-level Nob. This property has proven to be very useful in the blob linking algorithm described in [ 
These coordinate shifts from (x; t) to (u; v), and at last (~; 7/) only mean that we have translated the coordinate axes such that the bifurcation occurs for (~; r) = (0; 0) and subtracted a constant to achieve '1(0;0) = 0. Therefore, no derivatives are affected, which in turn means that ,1 : R x R+ ---* R satisfies
Or 20~ 2
and can be regarded as the general third-order approximation to the solution of the original diffusion equation. Moreover, the calculations show that for one-dimensional functions, any third-order polynomial satisfying the diffusion equation can be reduced to the canonical form (32) by just a simple translation and rescaling of the coordinate axes. This property cannot, however, be expected to hold in higher dimensions.
In the next section, we will develop how from this analytically simple expression one can derive closed-form results for the evolution properties of grey-level blobs and scale-space blobs over scale.
Evolution Properties of Local Extrema, GreyLevel Blobs, and Scale-Space Blobs in 1D Continuous Scale-Space
Consider again the generic unfolding of the scale-space embedding in the neighbourhood of a bifurcation (see Figure 7) .
'1(x; t) = ~l(x; t) = ~3 + 3~t, (53)
where x and t can be interpreted as local coordinates in a coordinate system centered at the bifurcation point. As mentioned above, the critical points of this function are given by ~__~z(z;0' 1 t) = 3(z 2 + t) = 0,
that is, by
~l(t) = -4=7, &(t) = +,/-zT. (55)
Moreover, from this analytically simple expression one can easily analyse what happens to the × grey-level blobs of a one-dimensional continuous signal as scale changes. The critical values, A1 and A2, in the two extremum points are given by Al(t) = A({l(t);t)= +2(-t)}
A2(t) --A(&(t);t)=-2(-t){.
Hence, the contrasts, C1 and C2, of the onedimensional blobs have equal magnitude given by
Cl(t) = C2(t) :]/~2(t) -/~1(t) l: 4(-t)~. (57)
The level crossings, Pl and p2, for the grey-level blob associated with the extremum points {1 and (2, respectively, are given by the roots of single multiplicity to the equations ~(pi,t) = :~2(t) :~(m,t) = ~(t).
(ss)
One easily shows that these equations have the set of roots {-v/-L-7,-x/"ZT, 2v/27} and {-2v'-L--t, x/-27, v/Z-/}, respectively, which leads to pl(t) = +2v/Z'~ pz(t) =-2x/-~.
(59) Figure 8 illustrates the definitions of {a, {2, ),a, A2, Pl, and P2. The support regions of the two (one-dimensional) blobs are the intervals as~vpo~t(rl(t)) = {x: p2(t) < x _< {2(t)}, (60) Gsuvport(r2, (t)) = {x: {l(t) _< a: _< pl(t)}. (61) Hence, the sizes of their blob support regions are
The grey-level blobs are the two sets
ablob(r2(t))
= {(x; ~) : (p2(t) ___ x ~ {2(t)) A(~2(t) < ~ _< /~(x; t))}, (64)
= {(x, ff): ({1(0 <-x <_ pl(t))
A(~(~;t) _< ¢ ___ ~(t))}. (65) Finally, the grey-level blob volumes, V1 and V2, of the two blobs are given by vl(t)
~5(t) = IIGbZob(r~(t))ll

= ff2(t)]A(x;t)-)~2(t)ldx
There is a natural dimensionless quantity associated with these blob measures:
16"
Assuming that the scale-space blob has some minimum scale train (of course, less than zero), we can compute its scale-space Nob volume by 
Behaviour Near Singularities: Examples in ~vo Dimensions
The analysis in the previous section can in a sense be said to be complete, since the restricted unfolding ~l(x;t) = x3+ 3xt exhausts the possible events between critical points in the scale-space representation of a one-dimensional signal. In this section we will examine the more diffcult two-dimensional case and investigate the consequences of some of the other unfoldings in Thorn's classification theorem with application to the diffusion equation.
Fold
As mentioned several times above, the general unfolding in the fold case is of the form
Earlier we have said that in order for this function to satisfy the diffusion equation it is necessary that u = 3t. Another way of reaching the same conclusion is by replacing every monomial in G1 by a corresponding polynomial satisfying the diffusion equation. Hence, we replace the x 3 term by x 3 + 3xt (and the x term by x); see appendix section A.1. Moreover, since here we are interested in the two-dimensional case, we have to add a ±y2 term, which then because of the diffusion equation leads to a it term. We get the unfolding
L(x, y; t) = x 3 + (u + 3t)x 4-
which is still of the same type as G1. Here, one can observe that the u parameter will not affect the qualitative behaviour 2 of the singularity set, since a change of variable 3t' = u + 3t would move the u-dependence to the constant term. Hence, without loss of generality, we may set u to zero and study the polynomial:
which, as earlier indicated, is the same one we would have got just by setting the original parameter u to 3t. For simplicity, first assume that the sign of the +(y2 + t) term is positive. Then the scale-space family to be studied is
where x, y, and t should again be interpreted as offset coordinates. The critical points of this mapping are given by If t < 0 we obtain two solutions:
rl(t) = (xl(t),yfft)) = (-v/ZT, 0) r2(t ) = (x2(t),y2(t)) = (+g/~,0). (75)
At t = 0 they degenerate into a double root (the bifurcation moment), and for t > 0 they cease to exist. Hence, the trajectories of the critical points will be similar to the one-dimensional case described in section 4.2. The Hessian of L is
0932 Oy 2 \0--~y] = 1293. (76) Hence, lT-tLl(rl(t)) = -12v/-~ < 0 and 17-tLl(r2(t)) = +12V%7 > 0. Further, ~@(r2(t)) = 6v'-Z't > 0. Therefore, ra describes the trajectory of a saddle point, and r2 describes the trajectory of a minimum point.
Hence, for every t < 0 the point r2(t) gives rise to a dark grey-level blob. The values in the critical points are
The dark grey-level blob associated with the minimum point r2(t) is delimited by the baselevel Li(t). At a fixed value of t we get the intersection curve between the base-level and the grey-level surface by solving the equation 
Hence, the curve is symmetric with respect to the y-axis. Solving for y as a function of x and t we obtain two solutions:
y+(x;t) = +i2(-t)~ -x 3-3t93. (80) Setting y = 0 and solving for x we obtain one single root at 93 = 2v/-27 and one double root at x = -x/Tt (see figure 9 ). Equation (79) gives the equation for the boundary of the support region of the grey-level blob provided that 93 E [-v/-ZT,2V'-27] and t < 0. Now we can easily compute closed-form expressions for the blob descriptors.
Cblob(rz(t)) = Lift) -
Lift) = 4(-t)~,(81)
IIG,~ppo~t(r2(O) ll
= //A dxdy b~o~(T2(t)) = f2¢=~ ff=,+(x;t) dydx 
we can compute its scale-space Nob volume.
These quantities give rise to a natural dimensionless ratio:
Cblob(re(t))llas pport(rz(t))ll 77"
If the sign of the (y2 + t) term in (72) instead would have been selected negative, the trajectories of critical points would have been similar. The only difference would have been that the minimum point would have been replaced by a saddle point and the saddle point by a maximum point. Hence, the situation would have described the annihilation of a bright blob instead of a dark one.
OBSERVATION 17 [Evolution properties, fold case (2D)]. The unfolding in the two-dimensional fold case L(x, y; t) = x 3 + 3tx + (g2 + t) describes a minimum (maximum) point and a saddle point that merge along the two branches of a parabola and disappear at t = O. In other words, it describes the annihilation of a dark (bright) grey-level blob (see figure 10).
Finally, if we assume that the scale-space blob is delimited from below by a minimum scale t~in _ 4608v~(-t~in) a} " '" -1925 (85)
Comparisons with Zero Crossings of the Laplacian.
In this context it is interesting to compare the results with the locations of the zero crossings of the Laplacian. Since the sign of the +(y2+ t) term affects the qualitative behaviour, we introduce a parameter o~ such that L~(x, y; t) = x 3 + 3xt + o~(y 2 + t).
Then, the zero crossings are given by
L~ Lc~
Ox---T-+ Oy 2 -6x + 2c~ = 0.
Hence, under variations in scale, the zero crossings of the Laplacian will always be on a vertical straight line at x = -~. Moreover, the zero crossings will always be on the same side of the local extremum (see figure 11) . This property will, however, not hold in the cusp unfolding to be considered in our next example.
Cusp
The general unfolding in the cusp case is given 
In order to have this function satisfying the diffusion equation, we replace z 4 by x 4 + 6tx 2 + 3t 3 and X 2 by x 2 + t. Moreover, we add a _+_y2 term, which also leads to a 4-t term to get L(x, y; t) = 9~ 4 Jr" (6t -[-U)X 2 ng vt n I-Ut + 3t 2 4-(y2 + t).
It is also notable that this unfolding is of the same type as the previous one. The ut, 3t:, and t terms can all be treated as constants with respect to x and y. Further, the u parameter will not affect the singular set, since a translation of the t axis would eliminate the u-dependence from the terms depending on x and y. Hence, we may set u to zero without loss of generality. Thus,
L(x, y; t) = x 4 + 6tx 2 + vx + 3t 2 4-(y2 + t). (90)
First, we assume that the sign of the y2 term is positive. Then, the polynomial to be studied is L(x, y; t) = x 4 + 6xZt + vx + 3t 2 + y2 + t, (91) where x, y, and t should again be interpreted as offset coordinates, while v is a free parameter. The critical points of this mapping are given by ol; =4x3+12tx+v=0 (92) OL 2y = O, and their type is given by the sign of the Hessian:
I Ll(x,y;t) = 24(x 2 + t). (93)
The existence of roots to this system of equations can obviously be reduced to the existence of roots to h(x) = 4x 3 + 12tx + v = 0. After some calculations (see [5] ) one can easily show the following:
• If t > -(v/8)~, then h(x) = 0 has only one real root and there exists a unique stationary point. For t > 0 this point obviously has a strictly positive Hessian and is accordingly a local minimum. • If t < -(v/8) 2, then h(x) = 0 has three distinctly different roots. These roots satisfy xl(t ) < -Vr'S't < x2(t) < +X/'-Z7 < x3(t). Hence, by (93) we have that xl(t) and x3(t) are local minima and that xe(t) is a saddle point. This is obviously a degenerate case.
Hence, this situation describes a minimum point and a saddle point that meet and annihilate under the influence of another maximum. In other words, it describes two dark grey-level blobs merging into one. Interpreted in terms of blobs, all the bifur- Fig. 13 . Independent of the value of v, all the three situations above describe two dark grey-level blobs merging into one. In this sense the bifurcation relations between grey-level blobs are more stable than the corresponding relations between critical points, for which the topology of the situation is in fact changed by a variation in the sign of v.
/ meroe
cation situations above correspond to two greylevel blobs merging into one. In this sense, the bifurcation relations between grey-level blobs at different levels of scale will be more stable to small perturbations than bifurcation relations between critical points only, since the blob bifurcation remains unaffected by a change in the v parameter, whereas when the bifuraction relations are expressed in terms of critical points only, the topology of the situation is completely changed with the sign of v (see figure 13) . If instead the sign of the entire unfolding would have been changed, then, depending on the sign of the +(y2+ t) term, the situation would have described either a maximum point and a saddle point merging under the influence of another maximum point or a local minimum and a saddle merging under the influence of another saddle. Interpreted in terms of blobs, this corresponds to either two bright blobs merging into one or the annihilation of a dark blob.
Comparisons with Zero Crossings of the Laplacian. By introducing a parameter o~ such that
La(x, y; t) = x4 +6xZt+vx+ 3tZ +a(yZ +t), (94) the zero crossing of the Laplacian will in this case be given by
L~
02 L~ Ox-----C + -12x 2 + 12t + 2c~ = O, (95) Oy 2 which leads to two solutions x = -v l-t-a/6 and x = +v/-t-c~/6 if t <_ -a/6. One can observe that these curves do not give a correct subdivision around the local extrema for all t (see figure 14) .
This example shows that, strictly speaking, in two (and higher) dimensions there is no absolute relationship between the locations of the Laplacian zero crossing curves and the local extrema of a signal. We have seen that it may happen that a zero crossing curve encloses no extremum, one extremum, or more than one local extremum. In the one-dimensional case, though, the zero crossings of the Laplacian will always divide local extrema correctly. In other words, between any two consecutive Laplacian zero crossing points of a one-dimensional signal there will always be exactly one local extremum point.
One could say that by summing up the secondorder derivatives, as done in the Laplacian operator, we mix the behaviours from the different coordinate directions into a single scalar quantity that cannot fully describe the geometry of the two-dimensional grey-level landscape.
Cusp Unfolding in One Dimension.
If we restrict this treatment to the one-dimensional case, the cusp unfolding will be L(x, y; t) = x 4 + 6x2t + vx + 3t 2 (96) and the singularity set will be given by By changing the sign of the entire unfolding we will instead describe a maximum point and a minimum point merging under the influence of another maximum point or, equivalently, two bright blobs merging into one.
Drift Velocity Analysis.
In order to analyse the drift velocity of the local extremum point not involved in the bifurcation we differentiate (97) with respect to t:
To find the scale where the drift velocity assumes its maximum value we differentiate again and set the derivative to zero:
Here, we are not interested in the case x = 0, since the behaviour at the bifurcation has already been analysed. Thus, as expected, the maximum drift velocity occurs for t = 0. At this scale we have x = -(v/4) 1/3. Hence,
which shows that the maximum drift velocity of the extremum point increases towards infinity as v decreases towards zero and the configuration tends to the nongeneric case. This exemplifies a further consequence of Proposition 3, namely, that even for critical points not directly involved in bifurcations there is no absolute upper bound on their velocity, a conclusion valid in both one and two dimensions. This analysis gives further explanation to some of the problems occurring when edge focusing is applied to "staircase edges" (see figure 1 and the brief discussion in section 2.1). From experiments [26] it is known that, in general, only one of the two edges in such a configuration will be found by the focusing algorithm and that sometimes even that edge might get lost when scale decreases. The fact that only one of the edges will be found is obvious from the bifurcation diagram in figure 12 provided that the focusing procedure is initiated from a sufficiently coarse scale and the bifurcation takes places sufficiently far away from the edge subject to tracking. The bifurcation diagram and the previous analysis for local extrema also indicate that the drift velocity of an edge point may increase rapidly even though the edge is not directly involved in any bifurcation and hence exceed the finite drift velocity estimate used by the edge-focusing algorithm.
Elliptic Umbilic
If we are to find a polynomial that both satisfies the diffusion equation and captures the creation of a saddle-extremum pair with increasing scale (which constitutes the basic ingredient in a blob split or a Nob creation), then neither the swallowtail nor the butterfly unfolding from Thorn's classification theorem will be applicable, since they describe singularities with extent in only one (essential) coordinate direction. The elliptic umbilic does, however, contain a singularity appropriate for such an analysis. The general unfolding in this case is given by 
which is an unfolding still of the same type as Gs. One observes that the v parameter will not affect the qualitative nature of the singularity set. It corresponds to just a translation along the t axis and can therefore be set to zero without loss of generality. To summarize, the polynomial to be studied is The solution to this system of equations is analysed in appendix section A.2. There it is shown that bifurcations can occur provided that 2 2~_u~
I l>w0=sV
If w > w0, the unfolding describes the creation of a pair with a saddle point a minimum point with increasing t. If t is increased further, the minimum point joins with another saddle point and the minimum-saddle pair will be annihilated with increasing t (see figures 15 and 16 ).
On the other hand, if w < wo, we will have a creation of a maximum-saddle pair followed by the annihilation of another maximum-saddle pair. In both cases the same extremum point is involved in the two bifurcations. Interpreted in terms of blobs, these events correspond to the creation of a dark (bright) Nob followed by the annihilation of the same dark (bright) blob, provided that the delimiting saddle points involved in the processes are nonshared. If, instead, the saddle point in the created minimum-saddle (maximum-saddle) pair would have been shared, then the corresponding blob event would have been one dark (bright) Nob splitting into two dark (bright) blobs. The singularity in the elliptic umbilic unfolding contains essential variations taking place in two (or more) essential coordinate directions. Therefore, there do not exist any onedimensional analogies to these blob events.
Conclusions
Thorn's classification theorem provides a catalogue of elementary catastrophes. In this section we have investigated a few of those-the fold, the cusp, and the elliptic umbilic-and have observed that when restricted to satisfy the diffusion equation they describe a blob annihilation, a blob merge, and either a blob creation or a blob split, respectively. When considering the zero crossings of the Laplacian of the Gaussian we have noticed that in two (and higher) dimensions there is in general no simple relationship between the locations of these curves and the locations of the local extrema of a signal. In other words, it may happen that a Laplacian zero crossing curve encloses either; no local extremum, one local extremum, or more than one local extremum. 
Summary and Discussion Appendix
We have analysed the behaviour of critical points in scale-space and shown that nondegenerate critical points will, in general, form regular curves across scales. Along those we have provided generally valid estimates of the drift velocity. At degenerate critical points the behaviour is more complicated and bifurcations may take place. For one-dimensional signals, the only bifurcaiton events possible when the scale parameter increases are annihilations of pairs of local maxima and minima, while for two-dimensional signals both annihilations and the creations of pairs of local extrema and saddle points can occur. Applied to grey-level and scale-space blobs, only annihilations and merges will take place in the one-dimensional case, while the list of possibilities in two dimensions comprises four types: annihilations, merges, splits, and creations.
In this treatment we have been mainly concerned with one-dimensional and twodimensional signals, since these are the applications of the scale-space theory currently closest at hand. However, the methodology developed here is general and the results can be easily extended to higher dimensions. For example, the proof of Lemma 1 is independent of the number of dimensions.
Finally, it should be pointed out that this analysis has been concerned with the scale-space concept for continuous signals. To implement this theory computationally it is obvious that one has to consider sampled, that is, discrete, data. At coarse scales, when a characteristic length of features in the image can be regarded as large compared to the distance between adjacent grid points, it seems plausible that the continuous results should constitute a reasonable approximation of what will happen in the scale-space representation of a discrete signal and vice versa. However as has been indicated in our previous work [5] , [27] this similarity will not necessarily hold 3 at fine scales. In those cases a genuinely discrete theory might be needed.
A thorough understanding of what happens to continuous signals under scale-space smoothing constitutes a first step towards this goal.
A.1 Polynomials Satisfying the Diffusion Equation
Each polynomial Pm,~ below has been generated from the standard basis of polynomials xmy n by adding suitable lower-order terms containing powers of t and, if necessary, x and y as well, such that every polynomial pm,n satisfies the diffusion equation. 
Since u < 0, we have from (104) that x and y + w will always have the same sign. This means that and r/will both be non-negative. However, the mapping (x, y) ~ (G ~) is not globally bijective since the two points (Xl, Yl) = (a,-w + b) and (x2, y2) = (-a,-wb) will both be mapped onto the same (G ~) value. This means that the cases (x > 0, y > -w) and (x < 0, y < -w) must be treated separately. In these new coordinates (104) can be written 
3~
~2 -4~ 4 + 2V/~ (w < 0).
These functions describe how ~'depends on ~. The two arcs ~ and T2 correspond to the two cases, (xl,yl) and (x2,y2), respectively. Since > 0, the curves are defined only for ~ > 0. The critical points of these mappings, which are the bifurcation points of L, are given by r-"-- 
3 ( 
One easily shows the following:
• If ~ < 8/9, then both h(~h,2) and h(~h,3) will be positive and the equation h(~) = 0 will have no real roots. This means that r(~) has no critical points and, accordingly, no bifurcations can take place (for positive £). Therefore, the type of critical points will remain the same when the scale parameter t (or equivalently t") increases from -ee to +co. In the limit cases ~ -~ 0 ÷ and ~ ~ +ee the behaviours of the critical points (Xl, Vl) and (x2, V2) [according to (112) 
When ~ tends to zero and when ~ tends to infinity this expression will be strictly negative. Moreover, since we know that the equation (134) IT'Ll When ~ tends to either 0 or cc the behaviour of the critical points will be the same as in the case when 3 < 8/9. However, when increases from 0 to infinity, two sign changes for I LI will occur on the arc given by (xl, Yl). One verifies that I Ll(xa,Ve) will undergo the sign sequence {-,0, +, 0,-} when ~ increases.
Moreover, since AL = 2(y + w) > 0, it follows that the critical point given by (xl,yl) changes from a saddle into a minimum and then back into a saddle again when ~ increases.
If we re-interpret this result in terms of increasing t (or, equivalently, increasing ~ it means that for small values of t there are two saddle points in L. Then, at a certain scale a pair with a minimum and a saddle point is suddenly created. Later, the minimum point and the other saddle point on the same trajectory come together and annihilate, which means that at coarse scales there will again be two saddle points in L. Interpreted in terms of blobs this corresponds to the creation of a dark blob, which is then followed by an annihilation of the same dark blob (provided that the saddle points involved in the process are both nonshared). Note, however, that the minimum point will not have its delimiting saddle point on the same saddle path throughout the process.
-On the other hand, if w < 0, we have (136) shows that the Hessian will undergo the sign sequence {-, 0, +, 0, -} when ~ increases. However, here AL --2(y + w) will be negative, which means that when ~ increases the critical point changes from a saddle into a maximum and then back into a saddle.
Interpreted in terms of increasing t this corresponds to the creation of maximum-saddle pair with increasing scale followed by the annihilation of another maximum-saddle pair or, equivalently, the creation of a bright blob followed by the annihilation of a bright blob.
For the case with u > 0 the analog of (110) If w > 0 the extremum point is a minimum, and if w < 0 the extremum point is a maximum. 
